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Hey guys, welcome to the Mephisto 2017 Complete Strain 
guide.

In this document you can find all the pertinent information 
about each strain, The information in brief is mainly provided 
from our experience and data collected during each run. With 
additional feedback from customers included too. There are 
also grow case studies and strain analysis reports attached 
where applicable.

Please treat these as a baseline reference, as everyone’s 
environment is unique and thus results will alter slightly from 
one person to another. 

Re-sellers please feel free to take information from this guide to 
plug into the descriptions for you site.

Information is strictly provided for educational purposes unless 
you’re in a legal state/country to grow. 

Stay safe, have fun and have a great year.

The Mephisto Genetics Team.

The Mephisto Genetics 2017 Complete Strain Guide.



Our Originals Line were the first autos bred from scratch over a period of years 
beginning in 2011 to launch our company in 2013.  

We deem these as the first foray by us into the Auto-flower market to shake it up with 
high quality, specially selected genetics, that are bred with love, care and attention.  

They have now formed our own family of genetics, or auto tool box from which we are 
breeding them to fresh photo-period genetics to keep furthering the development of 
top shelf automatics for us and the auto-flower movement alike.

These strains have become highly regarded by many customers but to us we see them 
as our classics as we know them through and through.  These strains are a minimum of 
F4 in the process from Non-Automatic to Automatic up to F8.

Customers submitting these varieties for analysis over time has routinely seen numbers 
over 20% up to 25% (the minimum THC Value we have seen is 15%)

Later in 2017 we are looking to release the Originals in Regular form too, so please keep 
an eye out for those.

Originals Strains

24 Carat
Alien Vs. Triangle F2

Auto Blues

Chem City Blues

Chemdogging

Fantasmo Express

Hubbabubbasmelloscope

Sour Bubbly

Sour Crack

Sour Hound F2

S.O.D.K

Ripley’s OG

Triangle

Toof Decay

Walter White



24 Carat Strain: 24 Carat  F6

Genetic heritage: BOG Seeds Sour Boggle x 
Breeding Auto Purple Indica.

Overview: Our most Afghan derived automatic,  
24 Carat holds a special place in our hearts as 
she was the first  ever Mephisto Genetics 
completed Product.

She was designed to be our new higher quality 
Auto-flower Sea of Green Strain, which means 
great yield potential and fast turn-arounds of 
really nice quality meds.  She has a High flower 
to leaf ratio and high yield relative to the plant 
size. 

We selected a beautiful example of Sour 
Boggle from F2's we made., hard buds, waxy 
green leaves the size of dinner plates that will 
purple under cooler temps.

Ultra frosty and hard nuggets, with an 
indica/highly medicinal e  ffect she's now  nicely 
stable at F6 and has been used to create many 
auto to auto hybrids and a new Artisanal strain 
in development.

Strain behaviour and Structure: 

Bushy, thick and squat structure which results 
in a plant 40-60cm. Responds well to light 
training and leaf tucking early on.  The fan 
leaves can be so big it’s worth removing a few 
to encourage lower shoots.  Internodes are 
tight.

24 Carat is an easy plant to grow, that doesn’t 
want for much, she just gets on with it.

Maintain a low humidity in mid-late flower, 
and ensure good ventilation to prevent mould.
Better suited to indoor unless you have a very 
arid outdoor climate.

She is a great little hash-plant for the extract 
lovers out there, She is super easy to process 
and the trim is well worth utilising. 

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 100% indica

Cycle Time - 65 to 75 days from sprout

Size - 40-60cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 60 to 90 grams as a single plant
Or 600g per 1.2sqm in a SOG

Best Method for overall high yield - 20 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 12 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Sour co  ffee to fruity with hints of 
bubblegum.

E ffect - Narcotic couchlock, Medicinal.

Best Grown - Indoor

Flower Density:  9.5/10

Cannabinoids: 15% Thc



Alien Vs. Triangle F2 Strain Name: Alien Vs. Triangle F2

Genetic heritage: (Ripley's OG x Triangle) 

Overview - Our highest tested potency auto 
strain now made F2. Originally she was made 
as a one-o  ff limited edition, but after such 
good reviews and customer demand we've had 
to make this strain an F2 for our main 
catalogue.  Being the combination of two of 
our original OG based strains, having alien og 
from cali connection and the triangle ogk cut 
as part of her heritage it’s hard to go far wrong.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure:   

Alien Vs. Triangle is an incredible all-rounder, 
she ticks so many boxes. 

Potency? - Check! - our highest tested ever 
@25.5% THC

Size and Yield? - Check! - she loves to grow big 
and wide, producing multiple colas of super 
nice quality herb.

Speed? - Check!  - she is ripe around 75 days 
from sprout, which for her size is amazing.
 
If you've ever been sceptical about auto's -  
please give this lady a try, as she is truly a 
game changer.

As a single plant she routinely finishes 
between 90-120cm in height, and she will 
spread wide if allowed, otherwise she will 
push those branches up for multiple colas.

A great option for heavy training, super-
cropping, scrogging, LST, she can handle it all.

A good option for outdoors, her more open 
structure allows good airflow around the 
flowers and proves decent against mould and 
mildew, and given a big container or straight 
into the ground in prepared soil she can 
become a hefty plant.

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 40/60

Cycle Time - 75 to 80 days from sprout

Size: 90-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 120 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 6 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 18 Liter pots.

Aroma and Flavour  - Spicy Skunky High-Grade aroma 
with a fruity zesty to piney taste

E ffect - Very Strong, balanced, highly medicinal.

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse/Outdoor

Flower Density - 9.0/10

Cannabinoids - 25.5%
 



Description: Auto Blues F5

Genetic heritage: UK Blues x Breeding Auto 
Purple Indica 

Overview: Our favourite clone only variety 
turned automatic. 

She was created using ‘the Blues’ cutting, a 
clone only strain found in the North of England 
that has been around since at least the early 
90's. To this day it’s held tight and valued 
highly as a commercial but connoisseur 
quality strain.  It shares resemblances to the 
Exodus cheese but that is a potential essay in 
itself.

Auto Blues has taken on the shape of the 
Automatic parent but the flowers have lovely 
elements of the photo-period parent.

Very dark green, very oily resin, she is positively 
loaded with terps and very smelly combine to 
make this a variety not to miss. 

We are also in the process of creating an 
Artisanal automatic using this strain as the 
auto parent crossed to the sister cut of the 
blues, 'the livers' to make ‘auto livers’.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Small to 
medium in height but a branchy structure, 
Auto Blues transitions quickly from the 
seedling to flowering stage with little 
veg/stretch time.  She is very nice to run 
perpetual sea of green crops with.

With leaf tucking you can encourage multiple 
secondary colas, and larger examples but this 
strain is best suited for a higher plant number 
grow. 

Expect plants 50-70cm. She Responds very 
well to light training and leaf tucking and 
delivers flavourful quality meds with a quick 
turnaround time. Being a more squat variety 
she fairs better indoors, outdoors is possible if 
well nourished in an arid climate.

                        Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 90% indica

Cycle Time - 65 to 75 days from sprout

Size:  50-70cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 60 to 90 grams as a single plant - 600g/sqm

Best Method for overall high yield - 20 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 12 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Strong earthy

E ffect - Body stone, with a slight buzz to the mind.

Best Grown - Indoor

Flower Density - 8.0/10

Cannabinoids - 17% THC

Auto Blues



Strain Name: Chemdogging F6

Genetic heritage: ChemD IBL (Rez) x Old 
School Sativa Breeding Auto

Overview: The definition of connoisseur quality 
automatics!  After years of intense research 
and trials, we have released our interpretation 
of Chemdawg turned automatic! 

Chemdogging was one of the first conceptions 
to creating new lines of elite auto flowering 
strains. She is a cross of a larger sativa 
dominant Auto and a choice Chemdawg D IBL 
parent selected from seed now inbred to F6.
 
Chemdogging took two generations more of 
breeding and trials in order to find the perfect 
male and female phenotypes at every stage to 
finally bring the resulting strain to market, as 
with all of our strains the priority is carefully 
selecting for the photoperiod parent traits. 

She has been used as the parent to an 
Artisanal strain due for release later this year, 
Being out-crossed to an elite ChemD cut to 
create the Mephisto ‘Creme de la Chem’

Strain behaviour and Structure: 

Chemdogging is a medium to large sized 
variety, forming a nice bushy x-mas tree 
structure after an average veg/stretch stage, 
She isn’t lanky , with medium sized inter-
nodes. Being medium in size the cycle time is 
also one in the medium range.

Her potency is on another level,  hard hitting 
and long lasting, customer tests have come 
back at 22.5% THC.

With a heavy influence of the legendary 
qualities chemdawg in photo-period format is 
known for across the globe.

Chemdogging is a suitable candidate for 
training and also can be grown indoors or 
outdoors with relative ease.

                        Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 65/35

Cycle Time - 70 to 75 days from sprout

Size:  70-90cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 90 to 120 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Peppery, Skunky, Rank

E ffect - Very potent but balanced high

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse/Outdoor

Flower Density - 8.0/10

Cannabinoids - 22.5% THC

Chemdogging



Strain Name: Chem City Blues F3

Genetic heritage: Chemdogging x Auto Blues 

Overview: A combination of two of our main 
strains, now at F3 for the hybrid (F5 in the auto 
process)

The Chemdogging has increased the size of 
our auto blues, and has created one of the 
most pleasant aromas  in the catalogue: Fruity 
berries and a raw chem funk mixed together, 
it’s delightful.

This strain is a personal favourite to de-seed, 
we just love to bust up the flowers and smell.

Initially meant as a one o ff cross we couldn't 
help but keep her around. 
           

Strain behaviour and Structure: 

Chem City Blues grows medium to large in 
size, Long branches with tight internodes 
makes gives potential to attain a very nice 
yield.  

She responds well to light training and leaf 
tucking. 

There’s a lot to like about this variety, nugs are 
high quality with good density, resin 
production is great and she is rich in terpenes.

The sprout to harvest cycle time is also 
medium in length, she sexes between 15-20 
days, has a short window for stretch and veg 
and then goes hard into flower production.

Plants can colour up nicely under cooler 
temperatures, blue and purple hues down to 
the sugar leaves. 

Chem City Blues is a good candidate for 
outdoor/greenhouse growing. Some light 
pruning and leaf removal will benefit airflow 
and mould resistance. 

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 70/30

Cycle Time - 65 to 75 days from sprout

Size: 70 - 90cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 90 to 120 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Blueberry chem funk

E ffect - Strong yet relaxing and social high.

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density - 7.0/10

Cannabinoids: 19% THC

Chem City Blues



Strain name: Deep Blue C F2

Genetic heritage: 24 Carat x Chem City Blues

Overview: Originally released as a Mephisto  F1 
limited edition strain, after much demand 
from customers we carried on the line on as an 
F2 main strain. 24 carat is a fantastic stable 
breed that always crosses nicely into new 
varieties, and mated to the already full pallet 
of flavour of  the Chem City Blues makes it a 
hard strain to beat on a lot of levels.

Deep Blue C F2 is a very sticky variety, 
trichomes are frequently found on stalks and 
stems in abundance. 

She is highly aromatic smelling very sweet, you 
may mistake your grow room for a dank 
sweetshop if you take a walk through or knock 
the plants around.

The flowers are very high quality and ideal for 
extraction, producing great extract returns 
that are loaded with terps for a very favourable 
and memorable experience.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure:  

Deep Blue C F2 grows with a Bushy, thick 
structure that we categorize as medium in 
size.  

She creates secondary branches which like to 
reach to the top and often equal the main cola 
in size and height and therefore a little leaf 
tucking and training early on can go a long 
way to shape the end plant structure.
Under HPS she stretches nicely and produces 
bulky long colas and the per plant yield can be 
high.

Aroma during mid-to late flower is intense and 
for indoor a carbon filter is a must.

For outdoor work Deep Blue C F2 can also be a 
winner in a suitable environment.

                        Strain Info In Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 75/25

Cycle Time - 66 to 75 days from sprout

Size - 60 - 90cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 90 to 120 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 20 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 12 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Sweet fruity candy with a deep 
funky skunky edge.

E ffect - Amazingly balanced head and body high, 
euphoric and incredibly pleasurable. Very good for 
insomnia

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density - 8.5/10

Cannabinoids: -  THC Unknown

Deep Blue C F2



Strain Name: Fantasmo Express F4

Genetic heritage: OG Ghost Train haze #1 (Rare 
Dankness) x Breeding Auto Ww1

Overview: Fantasmo Express is currently Our 
most Sativa dominant automatic, and was a 
long awaited and now much loved addition to 
the Mephisto catalogue. 

After trialing several variants of the OG ghost 
train haze series from Rare Dankness in 2012 
we settled on using a lovely male from the #1 
line to begin our project. The OG GTH was 
paired to a very white and spicy hybrid 
balanced indica/sativa automatic and the 
progress went from there.

Our work with her has since continued and she 
was used to make a brand new Artisanal strain 
due for release soon, the ‘Northern cheese 
haze’.

Strain behaviour and Structure:  Fantasmo 
Express begins her auto grow journey 
expressing both a squat indica appearance 
and OG reminiscent leaves, but when pre-
flower hits she reveals her sativa side creating 
many branches and long colas.

She will often more than quadruple in size 
during the stretch phase. As flowering 
progresses every branch, going up the stem 
pokes out also wanting to become it’s own 
mini cola.
Given her sativa heritage Flowers aren't the 
most dense but she produces a lot of them and 
they are covered in very nice heady resin.

Her larger more open structure and lower bud 
density makes Fantasmo Express a great 
candidate for outdoor and greenhouse 
growing and for indoor really suitable to train 
and tweak to produce a multi-cola high 
yielding bush or scrogged plant.

Fantasmo is certainly a unique automatic and 
definitely one to tick o  ff in your auto quest.

                        Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa: 35/65

Cycle Time: 65 to 75 days from sprout

Size: 70 - 100cm+ (Under HPS)

Yield: 75 to 100 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield: 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m sq 
in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour: Hazey, lemony

E ffect: Eurphoric and energetic.

Best Grown: Indoor/outdoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density: 6.0/10

Cannabinoids: 15% THC 

Fantasmo Express



Strain name: Hubbabubbasmelloscope F5

Genetic heritage: Serious Seeds 90's 
bubblegum cut x Breeding Auto WC1

Overview: One of our first Mephisto Projects to 
come to fruition, developed from a 1990's cut 
of bubblegum from Serious Seeds.

Bubblegum was the first high grade weed we 
sampled in Amsterdam decades ago, so holds 
a personal memory to us, and was one of the 
first strains we had in mind to turn automatic 
from scratch. The cutting we used as a parent 
is incredible and formed the perfect pairing to 
begin the breeding work.

We truly created a monster with the HBSS she 
just loves to grow, under the right conditions 
she grows very large and yields heavily, and 
each time you pay a visit to her you can't help 
but touch her flowers and smell the sweetness.
           
           
Strain behaviour and Structure:  
Hubbabubbasmellocope is a Thin sativa plant 
that grows fast with great  vigour, this fast 
growth means she can be delicate as her fine 
branches pack on yield and often needs 
support late in flower to keep the colas up and 
in place.  

She Responds very well to training and 
basically accepts anything you want to do. 
Super cropping, LST, topping.

Hubbabubbasmelloscope doesn’t spare too 
many trichomes for fan leaves but she totally  
encrusts her flowers in lovely sweet resin. 
Flowers indoor are compact and easy to trim 
producing a high grade final product.

Warning: she can grow very large, 
Hubbabubba wanted to outgrow our 6ft 
polytunnels in height, having to supercrop the 
main stem to reign her in. Her large open X-
mas tree like structure makes it an ideal strain 
for outdoors.

                        Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 40/60

Cycle Time - 70 to 80 days from sprout

Size: 80-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 120 to 210 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 4 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 20 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Sweet sweet bubblegum

E ffect - Euphoric and creative.

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density -  7.0/10

Cannabinoids - 15% THC 

Hubbabubbasmelloscope



Strain Name: Mystery Mix

Genetic heritage: ???

Overview: 

For those who like to be surprised growing 
multiple varieties and mystery solving at the 
same time.

Our mystery mixes are exactly that, this mix 
pack could be a combination of any beans 
from our catalogue or even have some extra 
special new varieties included within.

Strain behaviour and Structure: Varied

From shorter faster Sea of Green type Plants 
through to larger beasts. So be prepared to  
accommodate a variety of sizes if you’re 
growing multiple mix pack beans at one time.

There will be a mixture of indica, sativa leaning 
and hybrids.

Also bare the same in mind for your 
indoor/outdoor styles - be prepared for 
anything.

All feminised, all automatic, all high quality.

Have fun!

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 100/0 to 30/70

Cycle Time - 55 to 80 days from sprout

Yield - 60 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 6 per 4x4 - 20 per 
4x4 space

Aroma and flavour - Expect the full spectrum of 
aromas and flavours

E ffect - From euphoric active sativa highs through to 
couchlock medicinal indicas

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density:  6.0-10/10

Cannabinoids - 15% - 25% THC

Mystery Mix

? ? ?

? ? ?



Strain name; Ripley's OG F5

Genetic heritage: Alien OG (Cali Connection) x 
Breeding Auto OSS

Overview: After trialing many OG varieties that 
we’d been amassing in our stable of photo-
period genetics we settled on just a few to 
utilise for our Mephisto projects, one of which 
was an Alien OG cut selected from Cali 
Connection seed stock.

The Alien OG was small, slow to veg and not 
incredibly stretchy for an OG cultivar but the 
cut was truly distinct and lovely in it’s own 
right. Just oozing quality she was thick with 
white resin which was a stark and beautiful 
contrast to the leaves that showed deep 
purple colouration.  Turned automatic over the 
next generations of inbreeding she took on a 
larger structure but has lovely thick glue-like 
resin and chunky funky flowers. 

Strain behaviour and Structure: In good 
conditions our Ripley’s OG will grow large with 
full buds, encourage branching and you'll get 
multiple colas in return. 
She doesn’t have huge inter-nodal gaps and is 
easily manageable to attain a high yield.

Ripley’s happily layers on the frosting to this 
sweet auto cake.  Aroma is potent with a burnt 
rubber to meaty intensity.

Will purple up under cooler environments like 
her original mother.

Ripley’s OG also returned some of the highest 
lab results we’ve seen from customer tests - 
and she is also very consistent - 3 di fferent 
plants submitted for analysis were between 
22-23% total cannabinoids. 

Indoor - Large yields are possible per plant, or 
as an arrangement of multiple plants.

Outdoor - She can monster in good conditions 
and produce 300g per plant. 

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 70/30

Cycle Time - 70 to 80 days from sprout

Size: 70-90cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 120 to 300 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Earthy chocolate rubber to zesty 
highgrade very unique.

E ffect - Hard hitting buzz

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density - 7.5/10

Cannabinoids: 23.1%

Ripley’s OG



Strain Name: SODK (Sour Orange Diesel Kush) 
F6

Genetic heritage: (Sour Orange Diesel - Lady 
Sativa Genetics x Breeding Auto OD1) X 
Triangle F1

Overview: A very unique polyhybrid to come 
out of our Mephisto projects, now at F6.
The SOD (Sour Orange Diesel) was a lovely East 
Coast Sour Diesel phenotype with a sativa 
edge to the structure,but straight reeking of 
skunky highgrade orangey aromas, this was 
mated to our auto triangle project at F1 and 
bred out as a separate strain for the following 
generations, the result is the aptly name Sour 
Orange Diesel Kush a high yielding, high 
quality automatic.

SODK has been supremely popular and we’ve 
now collaborated with Lady Sativa again, who 
donated us Seeds of their Cup winning Orange 
Diesel V3 (thanks guys!) to cross to the SODK 
for a new Artisanal project and work back to 
auto for an even more diesely experience. We 
can’t wait for it to be ready.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Like our other 
sativa dominant strains, she begins life looking 
pretty indica and innocent, but once past the 
seedling stage, she excels and explodes in 
upwards and outwards growth.

SODK typically grows with a waxy deep green 
sheen to the leaves and sturdy branches she 
Produces  a very thick main cola, and multiple 
large secondary colas of flowers very heavy 
with resin on both the leaves and flower 
clusters. She's incredibly more-ish both to 
grow and smoke.

Customers have seen over 7oz per plant in 
good conditions. She can shoot past 120cm 
tall, and will definitely appreciate a big pot, 
and training.  A 5 gallon/19 Liter pot will really 
let the SODK stretch her legs and result in a 
heavy plant. She is another good choice for 
outdoors.

                     Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa: 30/70

Cycle Time: 70 to 80 days from sprout

Size:  80-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield: 120 to 210 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield: 4 per 1,2m x 1,2m sq 
in 20 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour: Take a zesty orange peel and soak 
it in diesel.

E ffect:  Happy, energetic but potent.

Best Grown:  Indoor/outdoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density: 8.5/10

Cannabinoids: 19% THC

S.O.D.K



Strain Name: Sour Bubbly F5

Genetic heritage: Hubbabubbasmelloscope x 
24 Carat

Overview: Sour bubbly is a killer combination 
of two of our best strains.  To make Sour 
Bubbly we took a 24 carat female (Sour boggle 
cut x purple indica auto) and hit her with some 
Hubbabubbasmelloscope (Serious Seeds 
bubblegum cut x wc1 breeding auto) male 
pollen.  

The best qualities from each of the parents 
shine through perfectly. The result is a great 
yielding high quality Sour Bubblegum strain 
with fantastic potency.

           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Sour Bubbly 
grows with nice vigour and from early on it’s 
easy to see she can become a big sturdy plant.
Ideal for training she can produce multiple 
colas and branches hard.

If you spot a plant that is kicking into flower a 
little later than the other girls, train her if you 
haven’t got space, as she has an extra weeks 
veg time you can make the most of it and get 
an even higher yield.

The flowers are 24 carat dominant, Sour, hard 
and dripping with resin. She is an amazing 
hash-plant! Stems, fan leaves, everywhere, 
completely covered with trichomes! 
Late in flower her buds look grey/silver with 
crystals. The smell is sour, strong but with a 
hint of the bubblegum sweetness in there. The 
buds are fat, and she has the potential to really 
yield! 

Nice frame and sizing for outdoors, just be 
watchful of mould due to the flower density. 

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 60/40

Cycle Time - 75 to 80 days from sprout

Size:  80-120 cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 120 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 6 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 20 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Sweet, sour, bubblegum

E ffect - Indica dominant meds minus couchlock

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse/outdoor

Flower Density - 8.0/10

Cannabnoids: 19% THC

Sour Bubbly



Strain Name: Sour Crack F7

Genetic heritage: - (Cecil C Green Crack cut x 
Breeding auto L2) x 24 C

Overview: Sour Crack, love or hate the name is 
One of our fastest and most popular varieties, 
We feel she is one of our flagship cultivars and 
really broke ground and gained traction with 
the idea of connoisseur automatics.
 Sour Crack is a perfect Sea Of Green machine,
One of the frostiest varieties in the Mephisto 
arsenal and is a very useful strain to have in 
your auto-toolbox. 

Sour crack was used as the parent auto to 
make one of our top favourite Artisanal strains 
‘Sour Stomper’.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure:. Sour Crack 
being a fast strain, has a short seedling stage 
and as soon as she sexes there's a small time 
period of extra veg/stretch growth before 
switching hard into flower mode.

Frost levels are very high, trichome 
development is apparent from early on and 
She quickly makes chunky dense buds that are 
dripping in resin. 

Consequently Sour Crack makes a beautiful 
extraction/hash plant to work with.
Commercially she can be taken as little as 55 
days from sprout, but for the connoisseur auto 
grower and toker, 60-65 days is more accurate 
depending on the exact e ect the grower wants.

She's an auto akin to the reason we love autos! 
Sour Crack doesn’t want for much, take care of 
her, watch the amazing daily progression 
before your eyes and the rewards will soon 
come.

Sour Crack works fantastically as an autoflower 
sea-of-green strain, for really above average 
yields. Having dense buds and being a short 
stature plant with thick foliage, she’s not best 
suited for outdoors unless you’re in an arid 
climate. 

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 90/10

Cycle Time - 55 to 65 days from sprout

Size - 35-55cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 30-60 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 25 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 10 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Sweet, sour, fruity  hints

E ffect - Very potent

Best Grown - Indoor

Flower Density - 9.0/10

Cannabinods - 19% THC 

Sour Crack



Strain Name: Sour Hound F2

Genetic heritage: Sour Crack x Chemdogging 

Overview: The second limited edition strain 
that we received such great feedback about 
that we were almost forced to re-produce as a 
main catalogue strain. Thanks guys :) !

Two classics combined for something a little 
di fferent. 

The Medicinal properties of this strain are 
great,  she’s a good candidate to make oils and 
extraction return levels are high.

Turnaround time is quick, good yields are 
achievable of a high class product in 
comparatively little time.  Both her parents are 
funky in the odour department, so something 
to bare in mind for the safety conscious.

Sour Hound is a solid little all-rounder that’s a 
firm favourite in the Mephisto camp and 
definitely worth a run through your garden.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Sour Hound is 
a Robust, mostly indica variety, she's another 
size up from the Sour Crack heritage, and a size 
down from Chemdogging. We place her into 
the Small-medium category.

Depending on phenotype some can get a little 
larger (more chemdogging influenced) but 
amazing quality, great medicine is attainable 
in a quick time-frame.

Sour Hound makes super crystallised dank 
odorific flowers with excellent bag-appeal to 
the eyes and nose.

Suitable for an autoflower sea-of-green 
arrangement - 16 plants per 4x4 has worked 
incredibly well for us with some minimal 
tucking and pruning. 

Sour Hound is a strain best utilised for indoor 
work. 

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 80/20

Cycle Time - 65 to 75 days from sprout

Size - 45-65cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 65 to 90 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 16 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 12 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Sweet/Sour/Spicy/Stinky

E  ffect - Great all day Meds.

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density -  8.5/10

Cannabinoids - 19% THC

Sour Hound F2



Strain Name: Toof Decay F5

Genetic heritage: GrapeFruit x Blueberry a.k.a 
Sweetooth 1.1 (Chimera Genetics) x Breeding 
Auto WC1

Overview: Toof decay is one of the prettiest 
varieties we hold, lime green buds, super 
orange pistils contrasting wonderfully against 
coloured foliage and littered with oily resin 
which extends to stems and big fan leaves.

Many many years ago we picked up some 
GFBB (grapefruit x Blueberry) seeds from 
Chimera genetics. A really stellar cultivar. 
Great yields of primo gear. We ran at least one 
grow at half the wattage than another strain 
that was being trialed at the time and didn’t 
realise as the yields were so favourable. We 
made F2's and set about searching for the 
perfect momma to a new auto line.

Skip on a few years of work and a further 
reproduction run and here it is. One of our 
favourite babies. The Toof Decay F5.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Stocky indica, 
she makes thick stems and big leaves. Fast  
flowering with a super sweet smell, she'll be in 
your grow room more than one time, trust us.

A medium sized highly versatile strain, 
Constricted to small pots she’s easy to grow in 
a sea of green or higher plant density, however 
give her a larger container with more room for 
roots to explore and you can pull some beasts 
from the Toof Decay.

She typically makes a meaty main cola, so 
training is possible, either LST or leaf tucking 
will help divert and spread this mass for a 
better overall yield. Flowers are fat, so during 
the mid-late flower stage it would be well 
advised to ensure good ventilation, 

She’s a strain best suited to indoors, but it’s 
possible to run outside with due care and 
attention and keeping an eye out for mould.

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 80/20

Cycle Time - 65 to 75 days from sprout

Size - 55-75cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 60 to 120 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 16 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 10 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Fruit Basket, high grade flowers

E  ffect - Giggly to contemplative stone

Best Grown - Indoor

Flower Density - 8.5/10

Cannabinoids - THC  17% 

Toof Decay



Strain Name: Triangle F4

Genetic heritage: Triangle OGK cut x Breeding 
Auto Ww1

Overview: The second project to come out of 
our 2012 OG trials, we found this to be the best 
representation/ most stereotypical OG of all 
the OG’s from everything.

The aromas and visual appeal were absolutely 
on point and we wasted no haste in 
immediately beginning the process to bring 
her automatic. 

2 years later and The result was a fast, highly 
frosted out variety, the flowers have a definite 
Kush-like appearance, and the aroma is 
intoxicatingly good.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: The strain 
didn’t adopt the stretchy hard to contain and 
manage OG influence and is a mostly indica 
medium sized variety that produces well but 
stays compact and well supported, a few 
phenotypes will stretch out into finer 
branched multi-cola plants, that yield 
incredibly well. The Average yield from normal 
phenotypes is decent though and nothing to 
sni ff at.

She is very adaptable variety, and can be run 
SOG style or individual plants accepting a 
range of container sizes depending on how you 
like to run your garden. You can employ some 
gentle training to maximise branching 
potential.

This ladies Trichome production game is 
strong. Fan Leaves and stems are typically iced 
out. Density is high on the triangle creating 
lovely clusters of pungent spicy-icy flowers.

Triangle will purple up nicely given a cooler 
environment. This strain we deem a winner, 
and can work indoors or outdoors in a 
greenhouse for ace results.

                     Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 85/15

Cycle Time - 65 to 75 days from sprout

Size - 50-80cm

Yield - 60 to 120 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 16 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 10 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - OG funk, with some spice, pine 
and citrus in the mix.

E ffect - Balanced, but over indulge and be in 
couchlock town.

Best Grown - Indoor/greenhouse

Flower Density - 8.0/10

Cannabinoids - THC  18%

Triangle



Strain Name: Walter White F5

Genetic heritage: Krome's 'the white' cut x 
Breeding Auto WC1

Overview: Our whitest variety and amongst the 
best we have. Like Ali proclaimed ‘He’s the 
greatest’ If this girl could talk she’d say ‘I’m the 
whitest’ After seeing, across forums for some 
years, and not quite believing how resinous 
'the white' can be, we just had to get it to have 
a play with. One test grow of the cut and we 
knew we had to make it an auto.

Highest quality, lovely aroma and high, one of 
the best all round autos we've ever made or 
grown, and plans are in place to begin a BX 
Artisanal version soon. Walter is frequently 
used as a parent for our hybrid strains as she 
always crosses wonderfully jazzing up 
everything she touches. 
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Walter white is 
a character, she *can* start growing a little 
slowly and oddly during the first 10 days but 
after week 2 from sprout she normalises and 
goes hell for leather with lots of vigour.
She’s a hybrid sitting in the middle of the 
indica to sativa spectrum. Walter white will 
grow tall and wide if allowed with decent 
levels of stretch and multiple main colas.

Walter is a versatile strain, and will lend itself 
to many styles of growing and handle various 
training techniques without a problem.
She takes a little longer to really put on heavy 
flower mass, and finishing times are at the 
longer end of the catalogue, but the results are 
totally worth the wait. She ticks all the boxes 
for flower density/bag appeal and is supremely 
photogenic. A sight for sore eyes. 

The smoke is yummy, a unique creamy citrus 
to hazey taste, the e ffect is an active one where 
you can concentrate on tasks and remain 
functional despite being thoroughly high.

She performs well in all scenarios, indoor or 
outdoor, balcony, deck or greenhouse.

                     Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 40/60

Cycle Time - 70 to 80 days from sprout

size - 90-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 120 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Citrus, lemon, hazey

E ffect - Very powerful for recreation or medicinal 
usage

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density -  8.5/10

Cannabinoids - THC - 19.7%

Walter White



Our Limited Edition strains are bred as F1 feminised hybrids �om pairings within our strain 
collections. 
They can be a combination of two Original strains, two Artisanal strains, or an Original crossed to 
an Artisanal.

These special one o� ’s are bred in low volume, and once they’re sold out they aren’t destined to be 
reproduced again.
The Limited Editions really appeal to the Seed Collectors out there. The packaging is our favourite, 
with design inspired by Willy Wonka’s Golden ticket.

We always receive amazing feedback about the Limited Editions and they prove highly popular 
among growers and collectors a like.

Limited Edition Strains
Beary White

Stilton Special*

(*Limited edition strains coming soon*)

White ‘n’ Bubbly

Sour Alien Livers*

Man Bear Alien Pig*

Heisenberg Special

Tyrone Special

The White Train

Skylar White

Skystomper



Strain Name: Beary White F1

Genetic heritage: 3 Bears OG F4 x Walter White 
F4

Overview: One of our brand new Artisanal 
automatics paired with one of our most loved 
Mephisto Classics.  The Three Bears OG is a 
strain we have grown repeatedly (it’s very 
more-ish) and found it to be very solid in 
quality, the Walter is one of our all time 
favourite creations and one we frequently run 
to reproduce. So it was just a matter of time to 
find the right plants to make this stellar hybrid.

The Walter has added a little size to the frame 
of the 3BOG, and the 3BOG has added some 
bulkiness to the Walter - So an all-round good 
combination. 

The result is some stinky OG super crystallized 
nugs you’d be hard pressed to beat. 
           
Strain behaviour: Beary White is a medium 
sized variety, she doesn't veg for too long 
before rapidly entering her flowering phase.

Through the grow cycle you can see a mixture 
of indica/sativa/OG elements to the variety.
Plants will bush quite easily and a little 
training will pay dividends to make branches 
into proper cola’s.

She has a nice balance of resin coverage on 
both leaves and flowers resulting in a top shelf 
end product with high bag appeal.

Flowers grow full but nicely compact and the 
quality is exceptional. The aroma is mild if left 
alone but if you jiggle them around you get a 
potent scent.

Beary White is simply a lovely all-rounder in 
many aspects and absolutely worth a grow out 
in 2017 to put into your jars.

Best suited to Indoor / a low humidity 
Greenhouse.

Beary White

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 40/60

Cycle Time - 70 to 80 days from sprout

Size - 60-90cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 100 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Citrus, lemon, hazey

E ffect - Very powerful for recreation or medicinal 
usage

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density -  9/10

Cannabinoids - THC - Unknown



Strain Name: Heisenberg Special F1 

Genetic heritage: Walter White x 24 Carat

Overview: A limited edition strain we just HAD 
to make. During the 2015 outdoor season we 
had the opportunity to mate two of our 
favourite classic strains: Walter White and 24 
Carat.

The result is a less stretchy, stockier Walter 
White, and a larger 24 carat, and (even if we do 
say so ourselves)  is a magnificent auto hybrid 
to grow and toke on.

Both parent strains are very frosty and 
trichome production is thick and fast from 
early on.

If you’re an auto-flower veteran or a newbie to 
this class of cannabis, Heisenberg Special is a 
brilliant variety to run through your garden.
           
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: 

Heisenberg Special begins life very similarly to 
the 24 Carat, thick and squat but with time she 
slenders out and you can see the added sativa 
influence from the Walter White genetics.

In our trials (under HPS) she grows almost as 
tall as the Walter White parent, however 
branches are stronger, and tighter inter-nodes 
are evident.

The plants will benefit from leaf tucking and 
training, and given a larger container for 
example 18 Liters she will become heavy 
indeed. Main flowers are thick, dense and 
frosty. Resin production is high from early on, 
coating the leafs, flowers and stems.

A suitable candidate for a variety of 
environments, but definitely be watchful of 
mould in damp conditions, as it can find it’s 
way into these big dense buds.

Heisenberg Special

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 60/40

Cycle Time - 70 to 80 days from sprout

Size - 80-100cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 90 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Hashy lemons

E ffect - Balanced indica/sativa, creeper high in the 
head that develops into a warm body stone.

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density -  8.5/10

Cannabinoids - THC - Unknown



Strain Name: Skystomper F1

Genetic heritage:  Sour Stomper F4 x 
Skywalker F4

Overview: The first ever all Artisanal genetics 
Mephisto Limited edition. After a reproduction 
run to make more Skywalker stock we were 
left with a little excess pollen to utilise which 
coincided with a reproduction run of our ever 
popular and personal favourite: Sour stomper. 

We selected a handful of slightly taller than 
average (outside our desired height for the 
pure Sour Stomper) fast flowering Sour 
Stompers to finger-bump and we’re really 
delighted with the results.

The resulting Skystomper cross produces very 
fragrant, highly iced, striking flowers that have 
a beautiful complex aroma and to the eye, 
subtle tinges of purple colouration. 

If you’re interested in our Artisanal gear, at the 
slightly less Limited edition prices then this 
strain is certainly worth a whirl on your canna-
go-round.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: 
This strain has OG heritage from both parents, 
and in a good environment the sativa/OG 
influences really shine through.
 
She can be a little stretchy but with nice 
straight branches like the Skywalker then 
proceeds to form nice long compact flowers 
adorned in sticky white resin.  Being a plant 
that likes to multi-branch it can mean a very 
fine yield indeed.

We’d recommend these for a taller style SOG, 
clearing out the lower half of the plant, or if 
you have more space to let them explore 
without being interrupted they can be a 
decent bush, 

With some forethought and planning 
Skystomper is suitable for outdoor work.
                   

Skystomper

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 40/60

Cycle Time - 65 - 70 days from sprout

Size - 50-80cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 70 to 120 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Grapey sweet, Classic OG and 
strong highgrade combined.

E ffect - Strong, euphoric buzz

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density -  8.5/10

Cannabinoids - THC - Unknown



Strain Name: Skylar White F1

Genetic heritage:  Walter White F4 x Skywalker 
F4

Overview: A one-o ff hybrid featuring one of our 
brand new Artisanal automatics: Skywalker, 
mated to one of our best crossing Mephisto 
Original strains, the now classic Walter White.

We’ve injected the Walter with a slice of the 
Skywalker funk and given the Skywalker some 
extra frosting and larger stature at the same 
time. 

Through our trials and watching customer 
results this is potentially one of the largest 
yielders in our current collection given a green-
thumb and correct environment, and the 
quality isn’t sacrificed in the slightest for this. 
She’s properly a top shelf lady, this sativa 
leaning Limited edition will not disappoint.

Strain behaviour: Skylar white has great vigour 
growing quickly and becomes sizeable at a 
quick rate. She is an ideal candidate for 
training, she shoots multiple branches out and 
upwards without hesitation, a little leaf 
tucking will go a long way or you can LST, 
SCROG and even top for good results.  She is 
suited to be a larger low plant density variety, 
as a single plant she can produce upwards of 
180g, if you have a larger space to fill then 
pruning and optimising the canopy can create 
a really good haul.

As the name suggests Skylar can get very 
white indeed. The trim is frostiliscious and well 
worth processing to maximise the resins 
produced - Waste not want not.

The aromas are fairly up your nostril intense 
but very special. She’s a unique beast and has 
quickly become a firm favourite as a quality all-
rounder to have in our own garden 
(perpetually if we could). Her larger structure 
and slender compact flowers means she’s ideal 
for all scenarios.

Skylar White

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 35/65

Cycle Time - 70 to 80 days from sprout

Size - 90-130cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 90 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 6 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 18 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Sweet and dank Grapefruit 
creamy lemons.

E ffect - Very powerful mind tingling and body 
numbing - Not for amateurs.

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density -  7.5/10

Cannabinoids - THC - Unknown



Strain Name: The White Train F1

Genetic heritage: Walter White x Fantasmo 
Express

Overview: Two of our heavyweight main strains 
combine to create a wonderful F1 hybrid in The 
White Train.

Our Walter White and Fantasmo express have 
blended stupendously well here to make a 
sublime variety that’s one we recommend you 
snap up.

Growing vigorously and displaying high quality 
flowers, this sativa leaning limited edition will 
be one to remember. 

She has the power to both lift you up and 
knock you down, so go steady is our advice.
           
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: The White 
Train grows rapidly, expressing both OG and 
sativa qualities as she stretches out quickly 
whilst filling up with frosty flowers at the same 
time.

She is an adaptable plant, a   fford her a large 
container and space to flourish and she will 
grow large and yield very well as a singular 
specimen. Constrict her roots in a smaller 
container and she will perform as a long large 
main cola dominant plant with not too wide 
satellite branching/buds for a ‘tall sea of green’ 
style.  

She doesn’t produce a lot of foliage, meaning a 
light with good penetration will leave very 
little popcorn if any. Her larger more open 
structure allows nice airflow around the 
flowers and through the plant meaning she is 
a good candidate for outdoors. 

The White Train produces an abundance of 
resin, and the terpene levels are high making 
her a great variety for extractions.

The White Train

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 35/65

Cycle Time - 70 to 80 days from sprout

Size - 90-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 90 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Spicy, creamy lemon haze

E ffect - Giggly, creative will send you on a journey

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density -  7.0/10

Cannabinoids - THC - Unknown



Strain Name: Toofless Alien F1

Genetic heritage: Ripley’s OG x Toof Decay

Overview: Toofless Alien is a limited edition 
Feminised F1 hybrid between two of our 
favourite Originals strains - Ripley's OG x Toof 
Decay.
 
The Ripley's OG influence amps up the Toof 
Decay yield producing longer colas with meat 
to them and a less dense structure, and we've 
already seen some monsters emerge from our 
testers grows.

She produces heavy lung expanding smoke, 
she has a combination of terpenes unique to 
both the parent strains, the dankness of the 
RIpley's OG now wrapped up in a candy coated 
shell. 

It's hard to pick a favourite amongst our babies 
at times, but *hint hint* this lady is high up 
there, it’s a crying shame we don’t have the 
time nor space to produce more of these.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Toofless Alien 
is a Medium - Large variety, given optimal 
conditions and enough medium she can 
become a real beast, likewise a smaller 
container she will be a stockier, easily 
controllable strain.

Encourage branching with some non-invasive 
leaf tucking and you can easily achieve a multi-
cola’d plant that is adorned with some dense 
high quality nuggetry.  As may becoming 
evident she’s an adaptable plant that can 
flourish in a variety of settings.

She is a very good variety to utilise for extracts 
due to the  high levels of oil and a very 
interesting terpene profile. 

We’d mostly recommend for indoors or 
greenhouse work.  If you’re new to autos she’s 
a great variety to cut your teeth on.
 

Toofless Alien

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 45/55

Cycle Time - 65 - 75 days from sprout

Size - 70-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 90-150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 12 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 12 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Burnt rubber to Super sweet and 
fruity

E ffect - Potent euphoric to comfy couchlock

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density -  9/10

Cannabinoids - THC - Unknown



Strain Name: Tyrone Special F1

Genetic heritage: Sour Crack x Auto Cush (Un-
released Breeding Auto)

Overview: One of our first released and best 
received Mephisto Genetics limited editions,  
so much so that we re-made the exact same 
cross for one last time in order to let more 
people sample her delights.
Double the crack in this girl makes for double 
the fun.

Tyrone Special is a quick and beautiful 
automatic of exquisite quality, with potential 
to become a substantial medium sized plant.

They are speedy and super resinous with a 
banging high.

If we didn’t already have an Original line full to 
the brim of strains we would add her to the 
collection. But that WILL NOT happen, once 
she’s gone she’s gone.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Tyrone grows 
with great vigour and flies through the stages 
of the auto cycle.

Sticky frost becomes prevalent from very early 
on between days 25-30 from sprout you can 
see the trichs building.. and they don’t stop.
Fan leaves, leaf stems and plant stems are all a 
part of this trich-a-thon. 

In a bigger sized container of soil, or a medium 
like coco she can excel and it will pay 
dividends to employ some training, but in a 
smaller container of soil you can also pack 
them tightly to make a highly productive Auto-
flower SOG.

Tyrone will colour up in cooler conditions, the 
flowers made are gorgeous, and bag appeal is 
super high with an e ffect to match. Better 
suited to indoor/greenhouse than straight 
outdoors as she is a dense one for sure.

Tyrone Special

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 75/25

Cycle Time - 65 - 70 days from sprout

Size - 90-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 90-120 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 16 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 12 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Earthy/piney/fruity

E ffect - Soaring buzz good for day or early evening.

Best Grown - Indoor/Greenhouse

Flower Density -  8.0/10

Cannabinoids - THC - Unknown



Strain Name:  White ‘n’ Bubbly F1

Genetic Heritage:  Walter White x 
Hubbabubbasmelloscope

Overview: White 'n' Bubbly is a feminised F1 
hybrid limited edition line, created in summer 
2015 whilst we had a lot of plants for selection 
during greenhouse work.

The Walters have added a thick white coating 
of resin and flower bulk to the Hubba's, and 
some extra strength to the stems (Warning: 
Still may need support late in flower) expect 
her to run 75-85 days from sprout, but don't 
worry the yield and quality achievable is 
definitely worth the wait. Flowers get 
supremely white with great density. 

White ‘n’ bubbly is definitely one to add to your 
list.

Strain behaviour and Structure:

White ‘n’ Bubbly has a decent veg/stretch time, 
and consequently in good conditions she will 
get large. 

These definitely benefit from a larger container 
- 5gal (18 liters +) for example. 

Given the extra days of veg before flowering 
kicks in you can train to shape the plant to 
your liking before hard flowering really sets in.

Large single plant yields are possible, or 
alternatively a SCROG would be very 
productive with the correct plant numbers.

White ‘n’ Bubbly can be grown indoor/outdoor 
or in a greenhouse with ease, just be watchful 
for mould from mid-late flower as the flowers 
build thick and fast on this girl.

The end product is super nice and can be easily 
trimmed for top-shelf nugs or 
squeezed/processed how you like for an 
excellent concentrate. 

White ‘N’ Bubbly

                       Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 35/65

Cycle Time - 75-80 days from sprout

Size - 90-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 120 to 180 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 6 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 18 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Sweet to creamy 

E ffect - Great all rounder with a lively sativa edge

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density -  7.5/10

Cannabinoids - THC - Unknown



Introduced in April of 2016,  Initially only for direct sales only, we’re now able to extend these to be available to everyone.  

The artisanal Strains are projects derived from using our solid mephisto originals line outcrossed to new photoperiods of amazing 

quality and once more worked over 4-5 generations and a time period typically over 2 years until they are fully automatic again .  

These are the newest developments in the mephisto HQ and we truly see these strains as the pinnacle of auto  s in the world today.

The artisanals are only made using the very best selections possible with zero compromise, as a consequence the prices are higher 

than our other lines but still reasonable for the increased levels of quality. 

Artisanal Strains

3 Bears OG

Grape Crinkle

Auto Livers*

Sour Livers*

Northern Cheese Haze*

Skywalker

Sour Stomper

(*Artisanal strains coming soon...*)



                             Artisanal Automatics:  Welcome to the Artisanal Age - History

8 years ago we began toying with automatics, drawing from the then limited options of what was available (This was 
when you could count the varieties available on one hand, and there were at most 5 not 50 companies o ffering them) 
with the intent to create improved nicer hybrids, have fun tinkering and explore the variations within. The aim was to 
determine and learn more about the auto-flowering trait. This included time taken for the plants to trigger from 
sprout to sexing, observing di erences in pre-flowering time, recording complete cycle times, hardiness, reaction to 
di fferent methods of training. It was our own auto lab with nothing to lose and everything to gain and so the 
experimentation continued.

The first wind of auto-flowers to hit the market, were very much looked down upon by the masses, as a gimmick, 
novelty, of poor quality, or a waste of time. A limiting factor in this was the genetics, In the early days of auto-flowers 
there was a misconception that auto's were high in CBD, there's no doubt they provided a mellow and pleasant high, 
some users found medicinal properties and benefits from consuming them. But as you'll read shortly we believe it 
was purely an outright lack of THC.

Also perhaps the biggest factor was purely that people didn't know how to handle them correctly which led to poor 
results and some people swearing o ff them for some years, if not for life.

Auto growers quickly learnt some better techniques through sharing in forums and progressing through the learning 
curve. The larger companies out there began to see a rise in popularity and hence see them as a potential cash cow, 
Due to this many automatics that became available in the second wave and expansion of varieties unfortunately 
didn't actually auto-flower, which hurt the movement again. So our approach at Mephisto has always been to do 
things properly, with transparency and never ever rush anything to market.

Unfortunately many auto-flowering strains available today are purely a re-branding exercise made by who knows 
with no attention to quality or detail, or thought to the people who will spend their hard earned money on them and 
to finally grow them, but thankfully quality is out there to be found.

Anyway back to business, we made a whole bunch of auto to auto hybrids for experimentation purposes and then 
inbred our favourites of these new lines over multiple generations into more stable platforms to create a base of 
genetics we knew inside out in order to use as future auto-trait donors in fresh auto to photo projects. We developed 
and stabilised a range of plant structures and growth patterns, aromas and flavours, even though we had seen 
increases in resin production the main thing spurring us on was there was still an outright lack of potency.

Simultaneously, as both auto and photo growers we had been amassing a stable of unique high quality photo-
periods, as lovers of fine genetics and admittedly seed and strain addicts we strived to collect and try out both highly 
prized cuts, or buying sought after seeds from our favourite breeders, we would flower out several packs at a time to 
find those unique keepers, or making our own F2's to explore their genetics further. We love to support our fellow 
breeders and the canna community and always give credit where it's due as well as give a comprehensive history to 
our strains and their creation.

After the time consuming pre-work into both the auto and photo side of our dream projects was complete and 
breeding plans put into place,  we were finally ready to dot the i's and cross the t's and begin the journey of creating 
brand new original automatics from scratch. We then worked our project crosses from photo-period behaving F1's to 
100% automatic, typically over 4 generations of inbreeding, but sometimes it takes 5, or to repeat a generation in 
order to get the ideal outcome for a project. These projects once completed formed our Mephisto Genetics Originals 
collection, the first step and new generation of auto's created for customers with a connoisseur's pallet. To bring 
photo-period quality to the fun, speed and convenience of auto growing.

At this point in time, we submitted samples for THC analysis, from the auto parents and the newly bred originals now 
fully auto, and we were blown away to see that out-crossing to a high quality photo-period and reworking until 
automatic once again had upped potency from 6-8% converted THC to between 15 and 20%. The figures of our testing 
submissions are on the conservative side of what's possible, as we always pollinate the best specimens for seed, so it's 
the pollination rejects that we have left available to submit for testing.

Also for breeding purposes, we generally don't baby our plants too much, they get a decent environment conducive to 
good levels of growth but we also take a survival of the fittest approach, culling anything we don't like, feeding basic 
nutrients so the real champions of the batches shine through. Because of this technique we've seen from our clients 
grows the potential for their THC levels to be even higher. Currently the record for a lab tested auto is set by us at 
25.4% THC.



                       Artisanal Automatics:  Welcome to the Artisanal Age - Processes

                                                 
Now having a whole family of Mephisto Originals to work from and use as a new and improved base for projects, the 
idea of Artisanal Automatics was born, The culmination of all the previous years work had come together and the 
time was right to out-cross to photo-period strains once again, with the sole intent to escalate auto quality to the 
upper echelons and our aim is to have each strain consistently testing in the 20's with high terpene levels to 
compliment.

The Artisanal projects again involve unique genetics and each stage of breeding was carried out with ultra 
selectiveness to deliver the finest product possible, representing Autos to the fullest.

Made in very low volumes we want people to get a feel for the hand crafted nature of these seeds, organically grown, 
we start the highest number of plants to select from as possible, the very best candidates at 3 weeks old are picked 
out to begin reversing (Generations 1-3 are bred regularly - Male to female, but we feminise the F4 and F5 seeds to 
release), we typically reverse twice as many plants as we intend to pollinate in order find the perfect one which we 
will select to pollinate with.

We may pollinate as little as 3 plants each round for each Artisanal strain, plucking one pollen sack at a time to 
pollinate one flower site. We opt to only pollinate the largest juiciest flowers of each plant, neglecting the bottom 
half, this is to intentionally not fully pollinate the plant in order to produce a smaller amount of seeds. This may sound 
counter-intuitive for a seed company to work this way, but less seeds, equals healthier higher quality seeds.

We allow a minimum of 5 weeks from pollination at 20/4 light period for seeds to develop and mature, at which point 
the seeded flowers are clipped from the plant, and carefully placed on brown paper to begin the drying process, any 
special notes about the plant, phenotype, aromas, unique characteristics are made at this time.

The seeded flowers are checked and turned daily as they dry, this process takes around a week to get them to the 
point where they are crispy enough to crumble on the outside but when busted up by hand the material will flu ff up 
allowing easy removal of the sticks and stems which cushions the seeds and keeps them from being scratched or too 
roughed up from the de-seeding process.

The busted up plant material containing the seeds is placed on a material screen and gently bounced and agitated by 
hand, until we are left with around 5% plant matter. The mostly seed mix is then re-put into brown paper for 
additional drying.

Several days later the seeds are fine sorted under magnification, and yes we go to bed seeing seeds, but it's a 
rewarding exercise. 

Seeds are then bagged, labelled and dated separated by plant/phenotype, and seeds from one special selection - a 
single plant are kept  and branded as ‘Mitch’s Pick’ for our future breeding to create the next generation from, then 
they are refrigerated and left to settle typically for a month and lose the freshness that can a ffect germination ratio's.
(No we are not going to send you an email after you’ve bought seeds explaining how to ‘winterize’ your own seeds, 
when you receive them they are good to go with our seal of approval)

Before release they are first subject to a germination test in house, we always aim for as close to 100% as possible but 
90% on a large batch of several hundred is our minimum. They then get sent out to our fantastic group of Mephisto 
testers for a pre-release test, to further assure all is well.

The work involved for a seed-run for release can easily take 4 months or longer, so we plan to do only one run of 
Artisanals for release each year. So be prepared for these to be out of stock for lengthy periods of time.

We hope you enjoyed reading this insight into our new Artisanal lines, the history, the idea, the processes we are 
always happy to explain.

Mitch, Tim, and the Mephisto Crew.



Strain Name: 3 Bears OG F5

Genetic heritage: Bear OG A.K.A Karma's OG 
(Karma Genetics) Cut x Triangle F3

Overview: 3 bears OG is without a doubt a 
cornerstone to our Artisanal collection, Solid 
auto stock twice out-crossed to OG's of 
impeccable standards, we now have true OG 
quality flowers in automatic format. 
We've managed to blend the best of the fabled 
OG with a compact and controllable growth 
pattern. A true mini-me OG..

One of our most grown varieties it’s perfect for 
the connoisseur or commercial applications 
alike.
           
           
Strain behaviour and structure: 3 Bears OG 
grows squat and thick with large fan leaves, 
She is not a tall plant, but loves to bush out 
and become a multi-cola plant naturally, 
although some leaf tucking will make a world 
of di fference to promote this.

She makes rock hard sticky nugs of the finest 
quality, she's really a treat to behold. You can 
pack them together for a SOG of little bushes 
at 20 per 1.2x1.2 space and get a truly fantastic 
yield or alternatively allow them more space 
and the flowers will be fatties.

Our 3 Bears OG doesn’t put a lot of trichomes 
onto fan leaves (by our standards) but the 
flowers are fully coated with oils.

For a shorter style auto, unusually, she can take 
up to 75 days from sprout to be ripe, but it’s 
totally worth the wait, trimming and 
processing is super easy and the bag appeal is 
top shelf quality with simply divine effects to 
match.

Due to her shorter thicker stature we’d 
recommend only putting fully outdoors in a 
sunny arid climate.

3 Bears OG

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 70/30

Cycle Time - 70 to 75 days from sprout

Size - 50-80cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 75 to 110 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 9 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Watermelons/Grapefruit to 
straight up OG

E ffect - Happy to sedative

Best Grown - Indoor/greenhouse

Flower Density - 8.5/10

Cannabinoids  - THC - Unknown

3 bears OG



Strain Name: Grape Crinkle F5

Genetic heritage: Canadian Crinkle Cut x 
Supernatural (exotic genetix) x Ripley's OG 

Overview: One of our longest and most 
involved projects to bring to fruition, Grape 
Crinkle is simply a trichome factory, a very 
rapid auto, and we think one of our proudest 
achievements. 

She was first created with the idea to make a 
mould resistant outdoor variety but over the 
generations she's become an extract artists 
wet dream, the hash-plant heritage has made 
itself known in abundance. With grapey, 
flavourful terps to match, she's a champion in 
our hearts and under our lights.
           
Strain behaviour and Structure: Grape Crinkle 
grows quickly initially with an open structure 
and inter-nodal spacing, but in an instant 
switches hard into flower mode, and basically 
begins to put out frost on her fans from not too 
long after sexing, and there’s no let up after 
that. She’s a fast one.

Grape crinkle can form a bulbous slightly odd 
but thick main top in certain conditions. The 
side branches are typically a few nodes with a 
thick bud on the end too. She will easily purple 
up her leaves during cooler conditions. 

As an individual plant yield can be on the 
lower side however she can be packed at up to 
25 per 4x4 space without much issue and can 
produce a combined high yield of exceptional 
quality in less than 65 days from sprout.

Processing is an absolute doddle, especially for 
live resin extraction, it's simply a case of 
removing only the very biggest fan leaves.
We’ve even had customers collecting fan 
leaves to press for rosin as they are really too 
resin encrusted to waste. 

We’d recommend primarily as an indoor 
variety, but would suit a stealth balcony op.

Grape Crinkle

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 70/30

Cycle Time - 55 to 65 days from sprout

Size - 50-70cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 40 to 75 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 12 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Flowers, mulled wine and 
artificial grapes.

E ffect - Soothing and meddy.

Best Grown - Indoor

Flower Density - 8.0/10

Cannabinoids  - THC - Unknown



Strain Name: Skywalker F5

Genetic heritage: Skywalker Kush Cut (selected 
from DNA seeds) x Triangle F3)

Overview: Skywalker displays exactly the next 
generation of Mephisto, Artisanal quality.
The photoperiod Skywalker that cut we 
selected to work this project was something 
that we ran perpetually, and as soon as 
someone tried it once they remembered it 
forever - we’d always be asked... more 
Skywalker, more Skywalker. 

The aromas and terpenes were very distinctive, 
and very strong, and these have certainly 
transferred through to our auto version. 
Skywalker is NOT a low odour variety, we’d 
recommend you have your filtration in tip top 
condition.

The smoke on this lady is superb and she’s one 
of our choice strains to run for bubble-hash, it 
makes some really fine melty product.

Strain behaviour and Structure: Our auto 
Skywalker is mid-sized,  growing without too 
much foliage and by employing an easy 
strategy of leaf tucking, you can encourage her 
to shoot branches up with little to zero 
interference to overall growth. Her open 
structure allows good penetration and 
therefore increased yields and minimal pop-
corn. Inter-nodal length is moderate and she's 
very manageable.

In the flowering stage she has a very 
distinctive appearance, Fine leaves emanate 
from the flowers in an almost spikey fashion 
and have a tendency to curl upwards. The buds 
whilst not outrightly singularly large, have 
incredible density which later become like 
mini rocks that hit your tray as you trim them. 
The flowers are very white in appearance, they 
are spread evenly and give a nice flower/plant 
size ratio. Through our own trials we have 
found that 16 plants per 4x4 in 12 liter 
containers produces a very nice yield.

Skywalker

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa -65/35

Cycle Time - 65 to 70 days from sprout

Size - 60-90cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 80 to 120 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 16 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 12 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Pungeant with a Capital P OG, 
Earthy/piney/sweet

E ffect - Strong, Couchlocking, straight to the legs and 
straight to the head

Best Grown - Indoor/greenhouse

Flower Density - 9.5/10

Cannabinoids  - THC - Unknown



Strain Name: Sour Stomper F5

Genetic heritage: GrapeStomper OG From 
Gage Green Genetics x Sour Crack F5

Overview: Sour Stomper is very special variety 
indeed, a product of very well executed 
selection work - the initial cross was with a 
special grapey phenotype of a Sour crack lady 
and an excellent grapey male of the 
Grapestomper OG from Gage Green. The F1 was 
done by GBD, and then passed to us to work 
into fully auto.

She’s in our top 3 ever auto’s and we’ve already 
planned a BX to continue the Sour stomper 
line well into the future.

These girls put out so much white resin, they 
are very difficult to photograph without 
people thinking the white fuzziness is PM.. 
word to the wise; IT'S NOT :)
                   This is a must grow strain for 2016/17
Strain behaviour and Structure: Sour stomper 
starts o   ff growing squat and looking very 
indica, however when she begins flowering she 
can really stretch - quadrupling in height 
throwing out branches and her OG heritage 
sure makes itself known.  

The flower to plant ratio is extremely high, and 
the foliage to flower ratio is very low, for this 
reason these work well in a Taller SOG 
arrangement as light can penetrate through 
the plants easily, resulting in very little to zero 
popcorn.

She is a real delight to trim and manicure, and 
is an ideal candidate for extraction work. One 
of the frostiest plants in our entire catalogue. 
Resin levels are frankly silly and it’s a sticky 
terpene rich one - Real hashplants.
The flower to plant ratio is extremely h
Sour stomper will colour up in cooler 
temperatures, the bag appeal is incredibly 
high. She’s a variety that can work equally well 
indoors and outdoors.

Sour Stomper

                      Strain Info in Brief:

Indica/Sativa - 50/50

Cycle Time - 65 to 70 days from sprout

Size - 80-120cm (Under HPS)

Yield - 120 to 150 grams as a single plant

Best Method for overall high yield - 12 per 1,2m x 1,2m 
sq in 15 Liter pots.

Aroma and flavour - Grapey sweet to a powerful funky 
edge

E ffect - Glorious good vibes high

Best Grown - Indoor/outdoor/greenhouse

Flower Density - 8.0/10

Cannabinoids  - THC - Unknown
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